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Abstract 

This paper presents an autonomous algorithm for dis- 
covering exception rules from data sets. An exception 
rule, which is defined as a deviational pattern to a 
well-known fact, exhibits unexpectedness and is some- 
times extremely useful in spite of its obscurity. Pre- 
vious discovery approaches for this type of knowledge 
have neglected the problem of evalnating the reliabil- 
ity of the rules extracted from a data set. It is clear, 
however, that this question is mandatory in distin- 
gnishing knowiedge from nnreliabie patterns witilout 

annoying the users. In order to circumvent these diffi- 
culties we propose a probabilistic estimation approach 
in which we obtain an exception rule associated with 
a common sense rule in the form of a rule pair. Onr 
approach discovers, based on the normal approxima- 
tions of the multinomial distributions, rule pairs which 
satisfy, with high confidence, all the specified condi- 
tions. The time efficiency of the discovery process is 
improved by the newly-derived stopping criteria. PE- 
DRE, which is a data mining system based on onr ap- 
proach, has been validated nsing the benchmark data 
sets in the machine learning commnnity. 

Introduction 
In data mining, an association rule (Agrawal et nl. 
199G), which is a statement of a regularity in the form 
of a production rule, represents one of the most impor- 
tent PlaOED.2 rBf t1,a A;.,-*Tro,.nrl lr.,*~~rln~ma rlr,n tn itn cpclm- “‘“AL” ~LL”““~” “A “I&X, UAllx,\,. C&b\, ‘L+L,“.” 1UUbb IIUb “Y I”., 6”ALr 

erality. An association rule can be classified into t,wo 
categories: a commou seuse rule, which is a descript,ion 
of a regularity for numerous objects, and an exception 
rule, which represents, for a relatively small number 
of objects, a different, regularity from a common sense 
rule (Suzuki Sr. Shimura 1996) (Suzuki 1996). An cx- 
ception rule exhibit,s unexpectedness and is often use- 
ful. For instance, the rule “using a seat belt is risky 
for a child”, which represents exceptions to the well 
known fact “using a seat belt is safe”, exhibited un- 
expectedness when it was discovered from car accident 
data several years ago, and is still useful. Moreover, an 
exception rule is often beneficial since it differs from a 
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common sense rule which is often a basis for people’s 
daily activity. For instance, suppose a species of poi- 
sonous mushrooms some of which are exceptionally ed- 
f ,-,- n-n_ _...-_ L J-T-~T-L’--. -CL,.. iu~e. one exdc~ uesciip~ion 01 6118 exceptions is higiliy 
beneficial since it enables the exclusive possession of 
the edible mushrooms. 

Since an exception rule holds for a relatively small 
number of examples, the distinction of a reliable rule 
from a coincidental pattern is one of the most impor- 
tant issues in discovering this type of knowledge. How- 
ever, such distinction was left to the users in the previ- 
ous discovery systems (Piatetsky-Shapiro 8~ Matheus 
1994) (KlSsgen 199G) (S uzuki & Shimura 199G) (Suzuki 
1996). The evaluation of confidence by the users, de- 
pending on their subjective judgement, is uureliable 
and uncertain in case the discovered rules are numer- 
ous. In order to circumvent these difficulties we pro- 
pose a novel approach in which exception rules are dis- 
covered according to their confidence level based on 
the normal approximations of the multinomial distri- 
butsions. This approach can be called as autonomous, 
since an exception rule is discovered using neither 
users’ confidence evaluation nor domain knowledge. 

Description of the Problem 
Let a data set contains n, examples each of which ex- 
pressed by m discrete attributes. An event, represent- 
incr in nmnnQit;nnal fmn1 2 fina. vsl~10 o~o~47r~n~a~~t w-0, aa* y~Vy""~"~V~~.Y* -"I&A', <" ""LbLV .C"ICLb WUW~~l"".A." 

to an attribute will be called au atom. We define an 
association rule as the production rule of which the 
premise is represented by a conjunction of atoms and 
the conclusion is a single atom. In this paper, we con- 
sider the problem of finding a set of rule pairs each of 
which consists of an exception rule associated with a 
common sense ruie. A rule pair r(lb, vj is cl&led as a 
pair of association rules as follows: 

4 s al An2 A*-. flap, (2) 
Bv E bl Ab2 A--- Ab,. (3) 

In learning from examples, simplicity and goodness- 
c&fit 9l.a Pm-.o:rlo..orl "r‘l" ‘&Lb L."IIOIU~l~ll as Cl,0 .nno+ mn.rn....l “..:+,A n f,... IJllV III”Db ~%xlG’“’ Lllb~LKb I”A 
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evaluating the goodness of a hypothesis (Smyth & 
Goodman 1992). In case of an association rule A,, + C, 

these two criteria correspond to p(A,) and p(clA,,) re- 
spectively (Smyth & Goodman 1992). Existing meth- 
ods for evaluating the simplicity and the goodness-of- 
fit of an association rule can be classified into two 
approaches: the single expression approach such as 
(KlGsgen 199G) (Smyth SC Goodman 1992), which as- 
smnes a single criterion defined by a combination of 
the two criteria, and the simultaneous approach such 
as (Mannila et al. 1994). which specifies two mini- 
mum thresholds for both criteria. We take the lat- 
ter approach due to its generality, and specify thresh- 
olds for the simplicity and the goodness-of-fit of both 
rules. Here? in order to consider the confidence 
level of the rules, we do not employ the probabili- 
ties @(A,), fi(clA,), #(A,,, B,) and #(c’lA,, B,) ob- 
tained by the point estimation from the data set. 
We obtain rule pairs of which their true probabilities 
p(A,,), p(clA,), p(A,, B,) andp(c’lAp, B,) are greater 
than or equal to their respective thresholds with a 
,...r\hnh;l:trr ,A 1 _ 6, ~L”UuIUIII”J “A I 

P&0$,) 2 $1 2 1 - 6, (4) 
Pr{p(clA,) 2 6’:} 2 1 - 6, (5) 

Pr{p(A,,,&j 2 fl,“> 2 1 - 6, ((9 
Pr{p(c’IAIL, B,,) > O,“} 2 1 - 6. (7) 

Consider the case in which the conditional probabil- 
ity p(c’lB,) is large. In such a case, the exception rule 
A, A B, + c’ can be easily guessed from B, + c’, 
which we call the reference rule, and is not considered 
as unexpected. Therefore, we add the following condi- 
tion to obtain truly unexpected exception rules. 

Pr{p(c’IB,,) < O;} 2 1 - 6. (8) 
lA.r.., tl-s, ,h,vm A:nnrrno;rmo thn ntrnhlnm rl,aalt in tl,;c I l”lll l,l,G .x”“YI, IIIOb,IIb>DI”,,D) ,‘lLL ~II”I,1~ll‘ Ut,‘“I” 111 11‘1111 

paper can be described as discovering, from a data set, 
the rule pairs T(/L, V) which satisfy (4) N (8). 

Evaluation of Reliability 
In data mining, the Chernoff bound and the normal 
approximations of the binomial distributions are fre- 
quently used in assessing the reliability of a discovered 
association rule (Agrawal et nl. 199G) (Ghan Sr: Wong 
1991) (Manniia et nl. 1994) (Siebes 1994j. However, 
these methods are for estimating a single probability, 
and cannot be applied to our problem since (5), (7) 
and (8) contain conditional probabilities. 

This shows that we should estimate the confidence 
region of the probabilities related to (4) N (8). First, 
atoms Dl,Da,*.*, and DS are defined as follows: 

D1 E CAA,,AB,, (9) 
D2 z 2 AA, A&, 

,* ^\ 
(101 

D3 E (c)c’)ApAB,, 01) 
D4 = cAA,AB,, 02) 

05 E FAA,,AB,, (13) 
DG E ~A/~A,B~, (14 

D7 z c’AAl,AB,, (15) 
D8 z A,,AB,. (W 

Let an atom Di which satisfy 5(.Dij + 0 be &, &, . - a , 
and &+I respectively. Since the atoms El, 232,. . ’ , 
and Ek+1 are mutually exclusive, the numbers of their 
simultaneous occurrences (z1,22, . . . , zk+l) are multi- 
nomially distributed. Let ~1, ~2,. + . , and uk+l be 
the respective numbers of the examples of the atoms 
El,.&,--., and Ek+l in the data set, tG be the trans- 
posed matrix of the matrix G, and 

f = Iwr 1 w- ,wIru2,**.,u&,, (17) 
2 z (51,x2, * * * ) q). (18) 

Assuming that n is enough large, the above multino- 
mial distribution is approximated by the k-dimensional 
normal distribution of which the frequency function is 

1 
t 

eexp - ( z- qH-l(& 22) 
2 > 

(19) 

Here, H represents the covariance matrix given by 

H= (20) 

ui(n - ui)/n (i = j) 
-u;uj/n (i # j). (21) 

Consider a k-dimensional region covered by an ellip- 
--: J 
SOlU 

Vs : “(Z- J)H-l(& ii) </3(&k)” 

which satisfy 
(22) 

Pr(Z E VS) = 1 - 6. (23) 
This ellipsoid Vb corresponds to the 1 - 6 confidence 
region of 3. The positive member p(6,L) can be cal- 
culated by the numerical integration using the fact 
that the volume of & is x’fip’/I’(k/2 + l)/IH-lli~z 
(CramCr 19GG). From (9) N (15), (4) N (8) repre- 
sent the problem of judging whether the following con- 
straints always hold in (22), where z(D) represents the 
number of occurrence of the atom D in the data set. 

CL 4Di> > @ - 1, 
Gh) +h , (1F 

(24) 
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@2) gclx(Di) 2 e 2F, (27) 

x(D2) +x(a) 

C;=, x(Di) + C;==, x(Di) ’ ’ 
f (28) 

Here, since each expression on the left hand sides in 
(24) - (28) b ein a constant represents a plane, the g 
maximum and the minimum of each expression occurs 
at the extremes on the hypersurface of the ellipsoid. 
Applying Lagrange’s multiplier method to the ellipsoid 
of (22) and to each expression, we obtain the following 
results, where /3 = /3(S, L). 

$(c’p,,) < 0;. (33) 

Therefore, our algorithm obtains rule pairs which sat- 
isfy all the constraints in (29) - (33). 

Discovery Algorithm 
In our algorithm, a discovery task is viewed as a search 
problem, in which a node of a search tree represents 
a rule pair T(IL. v). Let, 11 = 0 and v = 0 represent 
the state in which the premises of a rule pair r(j1, v) 
contain no ai or no bi respectively, then we define that 
p = v = 0 holds in a node of depth 1, and as the depth 
increases by 1, an atom is added to the premise of the 
exception rule or the common sense rule. A node of 
depth 2 is assumed to satisfy 1s = 1, v = 0, and a node 
of depth 1 (2 3), p + v = I - 1 (IL > 1, u > 0). 

A depth-first search method is employed to traverse 
this tree, and the maximum value M of /A and v is given 
by the user. To improve the search efficiency, the nodes 
which satisfy at least one of the stopping criteria (34) 
N (38) in theorem 1 are not expanded witShout altering 
the algorithm’s output. 
m,~ _.._..~ .I r -1 11 1. - -:.. -+ IL - ___-_-- J --J- l... I.neorem I beb we TSLC~ paw VJ LIAC cxwwn~ nvoe UC 
r(#, u’). If the rule pair satisfy 0n.e of (34) N (38), no 
rule pairs r(p, v) of the descen.dmt nodes satisfy (29) 
N (33). 

(1 -B/3) $(A,!) < fi;, (34) 

< e;ef, (37) 

(1-P~Fgg$w3v4< y, (38) 

Proof Assume a rule pair ~(p, V) satisfy (29) N 
(33). First, the function (1 -pdm) increases 
monotonously for x > 0 since n,P > 0. Here, (29) 
and @(A,J) 2 z%%) g ivcs (the left hand side of (34)) 
I: (1 - P&l - ~Q,,))/n/$b+,)) li(A,) 2 es, which 
contradict to (34). Contradiction to (35) N (38) can 
be derived in a similar way. 0 

Application to Data Sets 
The proposed method was implemented as PEDRE 
(Probabilistic Estimation-based Data mining system 
for Reliable Exceptions) and was tested with data sets 
from several domains. The results were quite success- 
ful. Here, we show the results using the mushroom 
data set from the UC1 R.epository. 

The mushroom data set includes 22 descriptions and 
the edibility class of 8,124 n~usl~roon~s, each attribute 
having 2 to 12 values. Table 1 shows the rule pairs 
discovered by PEDRE. where the edibility class is the 
only attribute allowed in the conclusions and the pa- 
rameters were set to M = 3. 6 = 0.1, es = 0.2, e; = 
0.05, e; = 0.7, e$ = 1.0 and 0; = 0.5. 

The discovered rule pairs in the table show very in- 
teresting exceptions. According to the first rule pair, 
72.9 %  of the 1,828 mushrooms whose “bruises” is “f”, 
“g-size” is “b” and ‘Lstalk-sl~ape” is “e” are poisonous 
but 100 %  of them are actually edible if the “stalk- 
root is “?“. Each rule holds. with the 90 %  confidence 
level, for at least 1,734 or 415 mushrooms with the con- 
ditional probability more than 70.3 %  or 100 ‘%  respec- 
tively. Note that, from the reference rule, only 29.0 %  
of the mushrooms whose “stalk-root” is “?” are edible, 
which holds for at most 31.8 %  with the 90 %  confi- 
dence level. This shows that the discovered exception 
rule is truly unexpected. 

The maximum value M of p and u should be large 
enough so that PEDRE investigates rule pairs whose 
premises have sufficient numbers of atoms. Figure 1 
shows, in a logarithmic scale, the number of qodes 
searched by PEDRE with/without the stopping crite- 
ria (white/black bars). The parameters, except for M, 
were settled the same as in the previous experiments. 
The experiment lasted for about nine days with a Pen- 
tium Pro 200MHz equipped personal computer when 
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Table 1: The rule pairs with their associated reference rules discovered by PEDRE from the mushroom data set, 
where the edibility class is the only attribute allowed in the conclusions. 

common sense (min) (mill) 

No. exception A (min) CA A @(CIA) (min) 
reference rule (l-4 

brnises=f, 
1 C, stalk-root=? + clnss=e 480 (415) 480 1.000 (1.000) 

stalk-root=? + clnss=e 2,480 720 0.290 (0.318) 
g-attachment=f, stalk-root=? + class=p 2,288 (2,187) 1,760 0.769 (0.747) 

2 C, g-&e='", st,&-&apeze, v&1-c&rz-iJ 4 classze "on ,*-I r\ LfO" (41L)J 480 'I I-mn I, nnn, I.""" (I.""", 
g-size=b, stalk-shape=e, veil-color=w + class=e 2,636 1.232 0.467 (0.497) 

stalk-root=?, sp-color=w + class=p 2,240 (2,130) 1,7GO 0.786 (0.764) 
3 C, g-attachment=f, g-size=h, stalk-shape=e --) clnss=e 480 (421) 480 1.000 (1.000) 

g-attachmentzf, g-size=b, stalk-shape=e -+ class=e 2,618 1,232 0.471 (0.408) 
stalk-root=?, sp-color=w + class=p 2,240 (2,130) 1,760 0.786 (0.7G4) 

4 C, g-size=b, stalk-shape=e, veil-color=w -+ class=e 480 (421) 480 1.000 (1.000) 
g-size=b, stalk-shape=e, veil-color=w --t class=e 2,636 1,232 0.467 (0.495) 
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Figure 1: Performance of PEDR.E with/without, the 
stopping criteria (white/black bars). 

the number of nodes was about 10s. The figure shows 
that the stopping criteria are effective in improving the 
time efficiency. For instance, in case of M = 4, the cri- 
teria achieved 70 times of speed-up. 

Conclusion 

This paper has described an autonomous approach for 
finding reliable exception rules using the newly pro- 
posed probabilistic estimation method. The approach 
cloes not depend on the subjective evaluation of the re- 
liability by humans, and discovers only the exception 
rules which satisfy the user-specified conditions confi- 
dentiaily. Consequently, our data miiiiiig systeiii PE- 
DR,E is immune from the problem of misjudging an un- 
reliable pattern as knowledge inherent in the previous 
approaches. Moreover, WC have derived the stopping 
criteria to improve search efficiency without altering 
the discovery results. Experimental results show that 
our system is promising for the efficient discovery of 
reliable exception rules. 
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